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Abstract. System virtualization’s integration of multiple software stacks
with maintained isolation on multi-core architectures has the potential to
meet high functionality and reliability requirements in a resource efficient
manner. Paravirtualization is the prevailing approach in the embedded
domain. Its applicability is however limited, since not all operating sys-
tems can be ported to the paravirtualization application programming
interface. Proteus is a multi-core hypervisor for PowerPC-based embed-
ded systems, which supports both full virtualization and paravirtualiza-
tion without relying on special hardware support. The hypervisor ensures
spatial and temporal separation of the guest systems. The evaluation in-
dicates a low memory footprint of 15 kilobytes and the configurability
allows for an application-specific inclusion of components. The interrupt
latencies and the execution times for hypercall handlers, emulation rou-
tines, and virtual machine context switches are analyzed.

1 Introduction & Related Work

System virtualization refers to the division of the hardware resources into multi-
ple execution environments [21]. The hypervisor separates operating system (OS)
and hardware in order to share the hardware among multiple OS instances. Each
guest runs within a virtual machine (VM)—an isolated duplicate of the real ma-
chine (also referred to as partition). The consolidation of multiple systems with
maintained separation is well-suited to build a system-of-systems. Independently
developed software such as third party components, trusted (and potentially cer-
tified) legacy software, and newly developed application-specific software can be
combined to implement the required functionality. The reusability of software
components is increased, time-to-market and development costs can be reduced,
the lifetime of certified software can be extended. The rise of multi-core proces-
sors is a major enabler for virtualization. The replacement of multiple hardware
units by a single multi-core system has the potential to reduce size, weight, and
power [19]. Virtualization’s architectural abstraction eases the migration from
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single-core to multi-core platforms [11] and supports the creation of an unified
software architecture for multiple hardware platforms.

Primary use cases for this technology are security for open systems and OS
heterogeneity. First, if a system allows the user to add software, the isolation
of potentially faulty or malicious software in a VM ensures against risks for
the critical parts of the system. Second, multiple different OSs can be hosted
to provide each subsystem a suitable interface. Industrial automation, medical,
or mobile systems, for example, require often both a real-time operating system
(RTOS) and a general purpose operating system (GPOS) [11]. The deterministic
and highly efficient RTOS executes critical tasks such as the control of actua-
tors or the cellular communication of a mobile device. The feature-rich GPOS
supports the development of the graphical user interface. The integration of a
legacy component may require a third OS.

Since system virtualization gained significant interest in the embedded real-
time world, multiple vendors developed multi-core hypervisors for this domain,
for example, Wind River’s Embedded Hypervisor, LynuxWorks’ LynxSecure Hy-
pervisor, or Green Hills’ Integrity Multivisor. See [7] for a recently published
survey of both commercial and academic real-time virtualization solutions. In
the academic world, Xi et al. developed a real-time scheduling framework for
the hypervisor Xen [23], which supports PowerPC multi-core architectures. Xen
relies on either paravirtualization [2] or on hardware assistance. Xen is not avail-
able for PowerPC without an additional hypervisor mode, although this is on
the project’s roadmap since 2006 [3]. XtratuM by Masmano et al. is a para-
virtualization hypervisor implemented on PowerPC [17]. SParK by Ghaisas et
al. is a hypervisor for PowerPC platforms without hardware assistance for vir-
tualization [6]. However, their solution requires paravirtualization and does not
support multi-core platforms. Closest to our work, Tavares et al. presented an
embedded hypervisor for PowerPC 405, which supports full virtualization, but
no multi-core architectures [22].

None of these hypervisors provides full virtualization on multi-core PowerPC
platforms without hardware assistance. They rely on either paravirtualization
or processor virtualization extensions. Examples for processors with hardware
assistance for virtualization are Intel VT-x or AMD-V for x86 architectures.
Virtualization support was added to the PowerPC architecture with instruction
set architecture Power ISA Version 2.06 [9], is however only available for high
performance processors. Typical platforms for embedded systems do not feature
hardware assistance and many OSs cannot be paravirtualized for legal or techni-
cal reasons. By consequence, the applicability of existing PowerPC hypervisors
is limited significantly.

We present the first real-time hypervisor for multi-core PowerPC platforms,
which features both paravirtualization and full virtualization without relying on
explicit hardware assistance for virtualization. Proteus ensures VM separation
and is characterized by a bare-metal approach, a symmetric use of the processor
cores, and a synchronization mechanism that does not rely on special hardware
support. The evaluation shows a low memory and execution time overhead.
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Fig. 1: Design of the Proteus Hypervisor [1]

2 Approach

In previous work, we developed a predecessor with the same name Proteus[1], a
hypervisor for 32-bit single-core PowerPC architectures. In this work, we present
a redesign for multi-core platforms.

2.1 Design

A hosted hypervisor runs on top of a host OS [21], which leaves resource man-
agement and scheduling at the mercy of this OS. Moreover, the entire system
is exposed to the safety and security vulnerabilities of the underlying OS. A
bare-metal hypervisor runs directly on top of the hardware, facilitating a more
efficient virtualization solution. The amount of code executed in privileged mode
is smaller compared to a hosted hypervisor, since only a (preferably thin) hy-
pervisor and no OS is incorporated in the trusted computing base. The attack
surface is reduced, both the overall security and the certifiability of functional
safety are increased. Due to those performance and robustness advantages as
well as the clearer and more scalable separation, the bare-metal approach is
more appropriate for embedded systems and followed by our design.

The design of the Proteus hypervisor is depicted in Fig. 1. The PowerPC 405
[8] features two execution modes. In the problem mode for applications only a
subset of the instruction set can be executed. In the more privileged supervisor
mode for system software, full access to machine state and I/O devices is available
via privileged instructions. Only the minimal set of components is executed in
supervisor mode: interrupt and hypercall handlers, VM scheduler, and inter-
partition communication manager (IPCM). All other components such as I/O
device drivers are placed inside a separate partition (untrusted VMP modules)
and executed in problem mode.
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Any occurring interrupt is delegated to the hypervisor. The hypervisor saves
the context of the running VM and forwards the interrupt internally to the appro-
priate component or back to the OS. If the execution of a privileged instruction
caused the interrupt, it is forwarded to the dispatcher to identify the correspond-
ing emulation routine. In case of a hypercall, the hypercall handler invokes either
the emulator, the inter-partition communication manager, or the VM scheduler.
An external interrupt is forwarded to the responsible device driver.

Proteus is a symmetric hypervisor: all cores have the same role and execute
guest systems. When the guest traps or calls for a service, the hypervisor takes
over control and its own code is executed on that core. Different guests on dif-
ferent cores can perform this context switch from guest to hypervisor at the
same time. An alternative design is the sidecore approach with one dedicated
core to exclusively execute the hypervisor [14]. When an interrupt occurs, the
hypervisor on the sidecore handles it and no context switch is invoked. The hy-
pervisor may either be informed via an interprocessor interrupt (not featured by
the PowerPC 405) or a notification by the guest OS, which requires paravirtual-
ization. To reconcile sidecore approach and full virtualization, a small fraction of
the hypervisor could be executed on each core to forward interrupts. The guest
OS could run unmodified, but each exception would involve a context switch and
thereby a loss of the major benefit. If the sidecore is already serving the request
of a guest, other guests have to wait, resulting in varying interrupt processing
time, which is inappropriate for real-time systems. For these reasons, we decided
in favor of a symmetric design.

2.2 Multi-core Processor Virtualization

The virtualization of the processing unit is the crucial part of a hypervisor. An
instruction is called sensitive if it depends on or modifies the configuration of
resources. According to a criteria defined by Popek and Goldberg, an instruction
set is efficiently virtualizable, if the set of sensitive instructions is a subset of
the set of privileged instructions [18]. The PowerPC fulfills this criteria and is
fully virtualizable. In contrast for example to the x86 architecture, all sensitive
instructions cause an exception (trap), if executed in problem mode.

Solely the hypervisor is executed in supervisor mode and the guests are ex-
ecuted in problem mode with no direct access to the machine state. This limi-
tation of the guests’ hardware access is mandatory in order to retain the hyper-
visor’s control over the hardware and guarantee the separation between VMs.
The PowerPC 405 does not provide explicit hardware support for virtualization
such as an additional hypervisor execution mode. However, guest OSs rely them-
selves on an execution-mode differentiation. Therefore, the problem mode has
to be subdivided into two logical execution modes: VM’s privileged mode and
VM’s problem mode. By virtualizing the machine state register, the hypervisor
creates the illusion that a guest OS is executed in supervisor mode, but runs it
actually in problem mode. When a guest OS executes a privileged instruction
in problem mode (e.g. an access to the machine state register) a trap is caused
and the hypervisor executes the responsible emulation routine.
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In a multi-core system, access to shared resources must be synchronized. A
common solution are semaphores, accessed under mutual exclusion and assigned
exclusively to one core at any time. The PowerPC 405 does not feature any
hardware support to realize mutual exclusion in a multi-core architecture. Its
instructions lwarx (load locked) and stwcx (store conditional) for atomic mem-
ory access do not work across multiple processor cores. Since interrupt disabling
is as well not feasible for multi-core systems, Proteus implements a software
semaphore solution: Leslie Lamport’s Bakery Algorithm [15]. It does not require
atomic operations such as test-and-set, satisfies FIFO fairness and excludes star-
vation, an advantage over Dijkstra’s algorithm [4].

2.3 Full Virtualization and Paravirtualization

The capability to host unmodified OSs classifies hypervisors. In terms of full vir-
tualization, unmodified guests can be hosted, whereas paravirtualization requires
a porting of the guest OS to the hypervisor’s paravirtualization application pro-
gramming interface (API) [2]. The guest is aware of being executed within a VM
and uses hypercalls to request hypervisor services, what can often be exploited
to increase the performance [13]. The major drawback is the need to port an
OS, which involves modifications of critical kernel parts. If legal or technical
issues preclude this for an OS, it is not possible to host it. A specific advantage
of paravirtualization for real-time systems is the possibility to apply dynamic
real-time scheduling algorithms, which in general require a passing of scheduling
information such as deadlines from guest OS to hypervisor.

Proteus supports both kinds because of those characteristics of the two
approaches—paravirtualization’s efficiency, but limited applicability on the one
hand, full virtualization’s support of non-modifiable guests on the other hand.
If the modification of an OS is possible, the system designer decides whether
the effort of paravirtualization is justified. The concurrent hosting of both para-
virtualized and fully virtualized guests is possible without restriction. Proteus
is designed for the co-hosting of GPOS and RTOS, and the natural approach
is to host a paravirtualized RTOS and a fully virtualized GPOS. In addition,
bare-metal applications without underlying OS can be hosted.

Each privileged instruction is associated with an emulating hypercall. Hy-
percalls are realized as system calls. A system call is identified as a hypercall,
if it is executed in the VM’s logical privileged mode. A paravirtualized OS can
use hypercalls to communicate with other guests, call I/O functionality, pass
scheduling information to the hypervisor, or yield the CPU.

2.4 Spatial and Temporal Separation

System virtualization for embedded real-time systems requires the guarantee of
spatial and temporal separation of the guest systems. Spatial separation refers
to the protection of the integrity of the memory space of both the hypervisor
and the guests. Any possibility of a harmful activity going beyond the bound-
aries of a VM has to be eliminated. To achieve this, each VM operates in its
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own address space, which is statically mapped to a region of the shared memory.
It is protected by the memory management unit (MMU) of the PowerPC 405.
Communication between VMs is controlled by the IPCM. If the hypervisor au-
thorizes the communication, it creates a shared-memory tunnel. Communication
between VMs is mandatory, if formerly physically distributed systems that have
to communicate with each other are consolidated.

Temporal separation is fulfilled, if all guest systems are executed in com-
pliance with their timing requirements. A predictable, deterministic behavior
of every single real-time guest has to be guaranteed. The worst-case execution
times (WCET) of all routines are bounded and were analyzed (see section 3).
These results make it possible to determine the WCET of a program that is
executed on top of Proteus. System virtualization implies scheduling decisions
on two levels. The hypervisor schedules the VMs and the guest OSs schedule
their tasks according to their own scheduling policies. Proteus manages a global
VM scheduling queue and each VM can be executed on each core. If this is
undesired, a VM can be bound to one specific core or a subset of cores, for ex-
ample to assign a core exclusively to a safety-critical guest [11]. If the number
of VMs nguests exceeds the number of processor cores ncores, at each point in
time, nguests − ncores VMs are not executed. The cores have to be shared in a
time-division multiplexing manner and the VM scheduling is implemented as a
fixed time slice based approach. The guests’ task sets have to be analyzed and
execution time windows within a repetitive major cycle are assigned to the VMs
based on the required utilization and execution frequency. This static schedul-
ing approach is for example applied in the aerospace domain and part of the
software specification ARINC 653 (Avionics Application Standard Software In-
terface)[20] for space and time partitioning in avionics real-time systems in the
context of Integrated Modular Avionics [5]. See [12] for guidance of designing a
schedule that allows all guests to meet their timing constraints. The scheduler
can be replaced by implementing an interface.

3 Experimental Results

3.1 Evaluation Platform: IBM PowerPC 405

Target architecture of our implementation are platforms with multiple IBM
PowerPC 405 cores [8], a 32-bit RISC core providing up to 400 MHz. It is
designed for low-cost and low-power embedded systems and features separate
instruction and data caches as well as a MMU with a software-managed TLB.
Specifications and register-transfer level description are freely available to the
research community. Due to the API compatibility within the PowerPC family,
porting the results to other PowerPC processors should be fairly simple. In order
to be able to evaluate the software with low effort on different hardware configu-
rations, the evaluation platform is a software simulator for PowerPC multi-cores
[10]. The IBM PowerPC Multi-core Instruction Set Simulator can optionally in-
clude peripheral devices (e.g. an UART) and provides an interface for external
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simulation environments. Many components of the simulated hardware can be
configured, for example, the number of cores or cache sizes.

3.2 Memory Footprint

Dependent on the requirements of the actual system, Proteus can be configured.
The workflow is based on the modification of a configuration file by the system
designer. According to these specifications, the preprocessor manipulates the
implementation files and removes unneeded code.

Figure 2 lists code and data size for the base functionality and the addition-
ally required memory for different components, also depicted in a figure with a
differentiation between text segment (executable instructions) and data segment
(static variables). The hypervisor is written in C and assembly language. The
efficiency of a hypervisor is highly dependent on the execution times of the inter-
rupt handling. For this reason, most of the components called by those handlers
and the handlers themselves are written in assembly language. All executables
are generated with compiler optimization level 2 (option -O2 for the GNU C
compiler), which focuses on the performance of the generated code and not pri-
marily on the code size. The solely full virtualization supporting base requires a
total of about 11 kilobytes. The addition of paravirtualization support accounts
for less than 1 kilobyte.

The system designer can decide on enabling TLB virtualization (TLB V), de-
vice driver support, and inter-partition communication. Innocuous register file
mapping (IRFM) is a performance boost for paravirtualized guests. By map-
ping a specific set of privileged registers into VM’s memory space, no trap to
the hypervisor is required to access these registers. Previrtualization (Pre V)
is an approach to paravirtualize guests automatically [16]. The source code is
analyzed at compile time in order to identify privileged instructions. At load
time, the hypervisor replaces privileged instructions by hypercalls. If all features
are enabled, the memory requirement of the hypervisor sums up to about 15
kilobytes.

Feature Memory Footprint [bytes]
Assembler C code Data Total

Base 2492 5732 2980 11204
ParaV 252 0 148 400
IRFM 292 476 0 768
PreV 0 256 0 256
TLB V 812 264 656 1732
Driver 0 648 12 660
IPCM 0 500 0 500

Total 3848 7876 3796 15520

Fig. 2: Impact of Individual Components on Memory Footprint
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3.3 Execution Time Overhead

The following performance figures denote the worst-case execution time in case
of enabled and hot instruction cache, resulting in a duration for each instruction
fetch of one processor cycle, and a clock speed of 300 MHz.

Virtual Machine Context Switch If multiple VMs share a core, switching
between them involves the saving of the context of the preempted VM, the
selection of the next VM and the resume of this VM, including the restoring
of its context. Table 1 lists the execution times for a VM context switch. The
overhead of accessing the semaphore that protects the ready queue accounts for
a large part of the scheduling execution time.

Table 1: Execution Time of a Virtual Machine Context Switch (4 cores)

Routine Execution time
in ns (processor cycles)

VM Context Saving 450 (135)
VM Scheduling 2270 (681)
VM Resume 800 (240)

Total 3520 (1056)

Synchronized Shared Resource Access Routines Figure 3 depicts the
execution time of the subroutines of Bakery’s Algorithm for synchronized shared
resource access (semaphore operations wait() and signal()). The execution time
increases linearly with the number of cores, since the included execution of the
function mutex start() has to iterate over an array of length equal to the number
of cores. The operation wait() causes a blocking of the calling process, if the
resource is not available. In case of four cores, the worst case occurs if the calling
process is blocked by a process on each of the three other cores, as depicted in
Fig. 4. The following formula calculates the worst-case waiting time. wait short
(14 cycles), wait long (46 cycles), signal short (15 cycles) and signal long (54
cycles) refer to the shortest and longest paths through the routines wait() and
signal(). The critical section is equal to 3 · (wait long + mutex stop), which is
the minimum influence of the critical section, since core 1 cannot perform the
signal() before core 4 completed the try to acquire the semaphore.

x = 3(mutex start + wait short + mutex stop + 3(wait long + mutex stop)

+mutex start + signal long + mutex stop)

= 3(169 + 14 + 11 + 3(46 + 11) + 169 + 54 + 11) = 1797.

As a result, the worst-case waiting time for synchronized shared resource
access sums up to 1797 processor cycles or 5990 ns.
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Fig. 3: Linear Dependency of Execution Time of Routines for Exclusive Resource Access
on Number of Cores
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Fig. 4: Worst-case Waiting Time for Synchronized Shared Resource Access for 4 Cores

Interrupt Latency Virtualization increases the interrupt latency. Any inter-
rupt is first delivered to the hypervisor, analyzed and potentially forwarded back
to the guest. For example, the additional latency of a programmable timer in-
terrupt is 497 ns (149 processor cycles) and 337 ns (101 processor cycles) for a
system call interrupt. To obtain the total interrupt latency, one has to add the
interrupt latency of the guest OS. Timer interrupt handling takes longer, since
the virtual interrupt timer has to be updated. Proteus omits the effort of saving
the complete VM context by saving only the registers that are needed by the
emulation routine. The implementation in assembly language uses the fewest
possible number of registers.

Emulation of Privileged Instructions The emulation of privileged instruc-
tions is the core functionality of the hypervisor. The emulation service is re-
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Table 2: Execution Time of Emulation Routines

Privileged Execution time in ns (processor cycles)
instruction Full virtualization Paravirtualization Speedup

rfi 527 (158) 410 (123) 28 %
wrteei 447 (134) 393 (118) 14 %
mtmsr 517 (155) 363 (109) 42 %
mtevpr 503 (151) 347 (104) 45 %
mtzpr 547 (164) 353 (106) 55 %
mfmsr 453 (136) 363 (109) 25 %
mfevpr 477 (143) 363 (109) 31 %

quested via interrupt (full virtualization) or hypercall (paravirtualization). Ta-
ble 2 lists the execution times of some exemplary emulation routines. Compared
to full virtualization, paravirtualization speeds up the execution by 14% to 55%.
The average speedup for all privileged instructions, not just the ones listed in
this paper, is 39.25%. An analysis of the steps of an emulation routine helps to
understand why paravirtualization can achieve such a significant speedup:

1. Reenabling of the data translation and saving of the contents of those regis-
ters that are needed to execute the emulation routine.

2. Analysis of the exception in order to identify the correct emulation subrou-
tine and jump to it (dispatching).

3. Actual emulation of the instruction.
4. Restoring of the register contents.

Table 3 lists the execution time of those steps exemplary for the instruc-
tion mtevpr. The actual emulation accounts for the smallest fraction. Register
saving and restoring are expensive, however likewise for both full virtualization
and paravirtualization. The performance gain of paravirtualization is based on
the significantly lower overhead for identification of the cause of the exception
and dispatching to the correct subroutine. In case of paravirtualization, only a
register read-out is necessary in order to obtain the hypercall ID.

Table 3: Execution Time of Emulation Routine for mtevpr

Step of emulation Execution time in ns (processor cycles)
routine Full virtualization Paravirtualization

Save registers 137 (41) 137 (41)
Analysis and dispatch 220 (66) 73 (22)
Emulate 20 (6) 20 (6)
Restore registers 127 (38) 117 (35)

Total 503 (151) 347 (104)

Hypercalls A guest OS can request hypervisor services via the paravirtualiza-
tion interface. The hypercall vm yield, which voluntarily releases the core, has an
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execution time of 507 ns (152 processor cycles). By calling sched set param, the
guest OS passes information to the hypervisor’s scheduler. The execution time of
this hypercall is 793 ns (238 processor cycles). The hypercall create comm tunnel
requests the creation of a shared-memory tunnel for communication between it-
self and a second VM and is characterized by an execution time of 1027 ns (308
processor cycles). The hypercall vm yield does not return to the VM and the
execution time is measured until the start of the hypervisor’s schedule routine.
The other two hypercalls return to the VM and the execution time measurement
is stopped when the calling VM resumes its execution.

4 Conclusion

Proteus is a hypervisor for embedded PowerPC multi-core platforms, which is
able to host both paravirtualized and fully virtualized guest systems without
hardware assistance for virtualization. It is a bare-metal hypervisor, character-
ized by a symmetric use of the processor cores. The synchronization mechanism
for shared resource access does not rely on hardware support. This increases
the execution time overhead, but extends the applicability of the hypervisor
to shared-memory multiprocessor systems. The hypervisor ensures spatial and
temporal separation among the guest systems.

Paravirtualization is due to efficiency advantages the prevailing virtualiza-
tion approach in the embedded domain. Its applicability is however limited. For
legal or technical reasons, not all operating systems can be ported to the para-
virtualization interface. Proteus can host such operating systems nevertheless,
based on full virtualization’s execution of unmodified guests. Paravirtualized op-
erating systems can use hypercalls to communicate with other guests, call I/O
functionality, pass scheduling information to the hypervisor, or yield the CPU.

The evaluation highlighted the low memory requirement and the application-
specific configurability. The memory footprint is 11 kilobytes for the base func-
tionality and 15 kilobytes for a configuration with all functional features. The
interrupt latencies and the execution times for synchronization primitives, hy-
percall handlers, emulation routines, and virtual machine context switch are all
in the range of hundreds of processor cycles. The detailed WCET analysis of all
routines make it possible to determine the WCET of a hosted application.

The Proteus Hypervisor is free software released under the GNU General
Public License. The source code can be downloaded from https://orcos.cs.uni-
paderborn.de/orcos/www .
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